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Case 01: FUNGI FATALE by Hannah Shaffer

Amidst the impossible sunshine and birdsong of the Kuriboh Castle 
Courtyard, Princess Persimmon emerged from the castle’s grand 
doors, anxious to deliver her coronation speech to the residents 
of the Kuriboh Kingdom. Instead of applause, the princess was 
met with a grim surprise. The crowd parted, revealing Princess 
Persimmon’s beloved, the plumber Geronimo, floating facedown in 
the courtyard fountain.

Geronimo had been one of the few outsiders allowed inside the castle 
walls, and he’d recently divulged the castle’s most closely-guarded 
secret—the existence of entire worlds trapped within the castle’s 
paintings. Rumors about the paintings spread quickly through 
the kingdom, and many of the kingdom’s inhabitants demanded 
liberation for the creatures imprisoned within. The long-reigning 
Cloud King, bowing to public pressure, promised to give up his 
crown to the Princess, and let her decide the best course.

Struck with grief, the princess must solve the mystery behind her 
lover’s untimely death, while accepting the new responsibilities of 
the crown. Geronimo was a friend to all, but had his controversial 
revelation made him unknown enemies? And what’s the Cloud 
King’s pocketwatch—a coveted royal family heirloom—doing clasped 
between the plumber’s lifeless fingers?
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The City

Corrupted by: Deception

The legendary Kuriboh Castle stands at the center of the Kuriboh 
Kingdom, and really, the castle is the Kuriboh Kingdom. The stately 
castle spires that stretch high into the clouds can be seen even from 
the farthest reaches of the Mushru Forest. The kingdom is home 
to all of Kuriboh’s diverse creatures, and it’s understood that those 
creatures have lived in harmony for generations.

Now, everyone has learned of the enchanted paintings scattered 
throughout the King’s castle—the darkest of which remain locked 
away in Kuriboh’s underground vault. Geronimo claimed that the 
paintings served as prisons for Kuriboh’s deviant subjects—creatures 
who just wouldn’t, or couldn’t, follow the mandates of the King. The 
Cloud King insisted that the paintings served as a safe-haven for 
fragile or volatile creatures who were ill-adapted to Kuriboh society. 
Fireball creatures trapped in Bad Hell Land, who risked burning the 
kingdom down, shape-shifting creatures trapped in Melting Time 
Land, who risked stupefying and confusing those around them, 
and Kuriboh’s dead, trapped in Ghosty Fright Land, who would 
otherwise have been damned to haunt the castle grounds.

Has the King deceived the people into believing that these paintings 
are for the greater good, or has the younger, radical generation 
deceived themselves into thinking that these worlds actually want 
liberation?



The Districts
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Downtown

♥
The Castle 

Courtyard

The Castle Courtyard (♥) - The lush grounds 
surrounding the great Kuriboh Castle. A thriving 
marketplace where Kuriboh creatures gather to 
shop, trade, enjoy music, and catch up on current 
events.

Skid Row

♣
The Kuriboh 

Vault

The Kuriboh Vault (♣) - Located underneath 
Kuriboh Castle. Home to the King’s darkest 
painting worlds. Padlocked so no one from above 
can enter, and perhaps, so no one from below 
may escape. Mushrus tell stories about something 
lurking in the labyrinthine halls.

Outskirts

♠
Mushru 

Forest

Mushru Forest (♠) - Home to densely clustered 
trees and no shortage of fungi. The forest seems 
to stretch on forever, until it reaches the end of the 
world. Mushrus spawn and quickly leave, drawn by 
the siren song of the castle, where they swear their 
lives to serve the king. It has always been this way.

Upper Crust

♦
Kuriboh 

Castle

Kuriboh Castle (♦) - Only the King and his myriad 
mushru servants are allowed inside the castle’s great 
walls. Many rumors circulate about the castle’s 
enchanted painting worlds, but few have ever seen 
them. Soon to be the home of Princess Persimmon—
Kuriboh’s new queen.

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.



The Players
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♥ Lorenzo 

PRINCIPLE: “Justice must be done”
Plumber’s brother. A taller, gawkier version of his sibling. An anxious type 
who’s always looking over his shoulder. Has long lived in Geronimo’s shadow. 
Viewed with faint recognition, pity, and now...suspicion. Kept up at night by 
conspiracy-riddled dreams.

♦ prinCess persimmon

PRINCIPLE: “Never take sides”
 Soon to be queen. A moderate member of the bohemian youth movement. 
Committed to uniting the kingdom through compromise. Not radical enough 
for the radical liberationists, too radical for kingdom’s old guard. Princess 
Persimmon does not have an easy road ahead.

♠ mushru

PRINCIPLE: “Never harm another”
Devoted servant. One of many sentient fungi friends working in service of the 
king. Drawn to the castle at birth, like all mushrus. Social, chatty, and quick 
to trust, like all mushrus. While Mushru has served without questioning for a 
lifetime, they now wonder if their allegiance is to the king and his court, or to 
the castle itself.

♣ eggdragon

PRINCIPLE: “Never reveal my true self”
Royal steed. Discovered at birth and raised in captivity. Considered at first 
an exotic animal (the only of her type ever seen in the kingdom), eggdragon 
shocked her handlers when she began speaking their tongue. A shrewd 
observer and a touch sarcastic. Dislikes the king. Skeptical of the princess.



The Victim
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geronimo

The royal plumber. A folk hero 
of sorts. One of the few outsiders 
allowed inside the castle walls.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the 
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these 
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.



Setting Name #/#

The Leads

Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an 
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the 
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.
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